
  

 

  



INTRODUCTION 

The late Greg Novak developed the following variant of Volley & Bayonet for fighting at the Wing scale in the 

Americas. All Volley & Bayonet rules not modified below remain in force. 

Paul Reynolds has consolidated and reformatted them for the American War of Independence from Greg’s “At 

War in the Americas” and “1763 – Busey Run” summaries and other information provided via the ‘vnblist’.  
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At War in the Americas - A Volley and Bayonet Wing Scale Game 1 

THE RULES

WING SCALE 

In Wing Scale an infantry stand represents a wing, or half of a 

battalion. In some cases weak battalions are represented by a single 

stand. The scales of the wing scale are as follows: 

Wing Scale 

Distance 25 yards per inch 

Time 15 minutes per turn 

Manpower 50 men per strength point 

Guns 1 gun per strength point 

SEQUENCE OF PLAY 

The game is played in a series of turns, with each turn representing 

15 minutes. The turn is divided into three phases. 

Discard & Replenish Fog of War Cards (optional) 

Each player can discard and refill their hand to the following 

maximums: 

British Player Phase 

1. Determine Command for British units. 

2. Movement of British stands. 

3. Rally any routed British stands. 

4. Morale Checks for both sides. 

5. British player determines order of combat. 

6. All combat is carried out. 

7. Check Morale Collapse for both sides. 

American Player Phase 

1. Determine Command for American units. 

2. Movement of American stands. 

3. Rally any routed American stands. 

4. Morale Checks for both sides. 

5. American player determines order of combat. 

6. All combat is carried out. 

7. Check Morale Collapse for both sides. 

STAND TYPES 

There are five different types of stands, which serve in the game. 

Command Stands: These are mounted on square bases and show 

the command structure for each side.  

Infantry Stands: Infantry stands are on rectangular bases, and 

represent troops trained to fight in linear formation. These stands 

have the ability to go “stationary” and increase their combat 

strength. 

Detachment Stands: These “half” stands are on square bases and 

represent formations that lack the depth to stand in the line of battle, 

or which are trained to function as skirmishers. These stands do 

NOT have the ability to go “stationary”. Detachments which are 

serving as skirmishers can NOT voluntarily enter into melee, but 

otherwise melee normally. Note: Reinforcing skirmishers are not 

used in this period. 

Artillery Stands: These stands are mounted on rectangular stands 

and do have the ability to go “stationary”. However if unlimbered 

their combat power is only to their front (short side), while if 

limbered (in road march) the stand has no combat value. Note: 

Dedicated guns are not used at this scale. 

Mounted Stands: Mounted stands are mounted on rectangular 

bases, and represent troops trained to move or fight while mounted. 

These stands may NOT fire while mounted, though they can engage 

in melee. Some units have the ability to dismount and serve on foot 

as detachments. Mounted stands, which are serving as skirmishers, 

can NOT voluntarily enter into melee, but otherwise melee 

normally. 

Unit Type Stand Size (Width x Depth) 

Command  1.5” x 1.5” 

Infantry 3” x 1.5” 

Detachment 1.5” x 1.5” 

Artillery 1.5” x 3” 

Mounted 3” x 1.5” 

Infantry Skirmisher 3” x 1.5” 

Mounted Skirmisher 3” x 3” 

Road March Spacer 1.5” x 3” 

  

SPECIAL ABILITIES 

Some stands have special abilities shown on their labels. These are 

as follows: 

Sharpshooters (SS): Effects fire. 

Rifle Armed (R): Effects range of fire. 

Skirmish (SK): Able to form detachments. 

Shock (Sh): Effects offensive melee. 

No Elites (NE): Effects melee ties 

Medium Cavalry (MC): Effects melee morale. 

Poorly Trained (PT): Effects movement and combat 

Militia (MIL): Counts as poorly trained and 

permanently disordered (red 

marker). 

Other abbreviations commonly used on stand labels are: 

Fast Infantry (FI) Mounted Infantry (MI) 

Slow Infantry (SI) Unit Commander (UC) 

Light Artillery (Lt) Brigade Commander (BC) 

Field Artillery (Fd) Wing Commander (WC) 

Heavy Artillery (Hv) Army Commander (AC) 

Light Cavalry (LC)  

COMMAND AND CONTROL 

Stands within 6” of a superior commander or 3” of a Unit 

Commanders at the start of a turn are considered in command. A 

superior commander is defined either as a formation’s own Unit 

Commander, or a commander above it in the chain of command such 

as a Brigade Commander, Wing Commander or Army Commander. 

(Superior commanders usually have two or more mounted figures 

on a stand, while unit commanders have one mounted figure or one 

or two foot figures.)  

A side’s Army Commander is superior to all stands in a given army. 

A wing commander can command any stand assigned to its wing, 

but not stands assigned to a different wing at the start of the game. 

Likewise a brigade commander is superior to all stands of his 

brigade, but may not command stands of a different brigade. A 

formation’s Unit Commander can only be used to put that 
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formations stands in command. A unit commander can never be 

used to put stands of other formations into command. 

Exception: Any artillery stand is in command if it is within 

command range of any commander of its side. 

If any one stand of a unit is in command, all other stands of that unit 

which are physically adjacent to that stand, or are physically 

connected by other stands of that unit to that stand, are also 

considered in command. Stands on skirmish stand bases use the 

skirmish base to determine command, and not the actual stand. 

Stands not in command at the start of a turn will suffer all of the 

following effects: 

 They may only move half of their total movement allowance, 

will be disordered if they move and may NEVER move 

toward a visible enemy unit 

 They may not recover from disorder 

 They may not go stationary. (If already stationary they do not 

lose that status, unless they move or change facing, even if a 

free facing change.) 

MOVEMENT 

Stands move at the following rates: 

Type Movement Rate 

Slow Infantry 12” 

Fast Infantry 16” 

Light Dragoons /Mounted Infantry 24” 

Light Artillery 12” 

Field Artillery /Pack Transport 8” 

Heavy Artillery / Wheeled Transport 4” 

Commanders 24” 

Facing: All stands unless marked as poorly trained get a free facing 

change during their movement. Unless the stand is engaged in a 

charge against an enemy unit, this facing change can be used at any 

point in the stand’s movement and can be up to 180°. A second 

facing change, also of up to 180° can be made in the same turn, but 

at a cost of half of the stands movement. 

The pivot point of a stand for facing changes is one of the two 

forward corners unless turning 180° in place. 

Interpenetration: Due to the extended order used in the Americas, 

all stands may move freely through friendly stands during 

movement without adverse effect. 

Oblique Movement: A stand may move obliquely up to 45° left or 

right of its original facing without paying any additional costs. An 

oblique move of more than 45° will count as a change of facing. 

Charges: Any stand which is attempting to charge an enemy unit 

and engage in melee must change its facing only at the start of its 

movement, and then move directly towards the target stand. A unit 

engaged in charging an enemy may not make a second change of 

facing during its turn. 

Poorly Trained Troops: Troops which are marked as poorly 

trained do not get the free facing change as part of their movement. 

Any change of facing, up to 180° costs half of the stands movement. 

The stand may make a second facing change during its turn, but at 

the cost of putting the stand into disorder (yellow marker). 

Disorder: For a stand to recover from disorder (yellow marker), a 

stand must spend half of the stands movement. A stand may recover 

from disorder either at the start of its movement, or the end of its 

movement, but cannot recover from disorder if in contact with an 

enemy stand. A stand may never recover from a permanent disorder 

(red marker). 

Road March: Stands may use Road March, which allows their 

movement to be tripled on a road, or doubled if moving cross-

country. Stands may freely enter into road march, but it takes half a 

stand’s movement to recover from road march. Stands recovering 

from road march cannot be in contact with the enemy. When 

reforming from road march, all stands get a free change of facing. 

Stands in Road March need a spacer behind each stand to show that 

they are in road march. While in road march, stands have no combat 

value. On the turn that stands recover from Road March they may 

engage in combat by either fire or melee. 

Artillery: Artillery stands normally move in combat order which 

allows them to move and fire. If they wish to move as limbered 

artillery at a faster speed, consider them as being in road march and 

use the road march movement rules above.  

Mounting/Dismounting: For troops to change from mounted to 

dismounted status, or vice versa, the cost of changing status is half 

of the stands normal movement. 

Skirmishers: Detachments or mounted stands may freely enter into 

skirmish order without cost. They are placed on the appropriate 

skirmisher sabot base. However the cost to reform from skirmish 

order into a detachment or mounted stand is half the stands normal 

movement.  

Detachments and Infantry: Stands with the Skirmish special 

ability may freely break into detachments without cost. Detachments 

may reform as infantry stands under the following conditions: 

1. They must be of the same parent formation, which has the 

Skirmish special ability; 

2. They must use half their movement to reform. 

3. They must already be adjacent to the stand that they are 

forming up with.  

Once formed, they act as an infantry stand. 

Native Americans: Native American stands do not pay any costs 

when moving from skirmish order to detachments prior to entering 

into melee. However they must check morale, and if they fail they 

remain in skirmish order. 

Stationary: Infantry stands (NOT detachments) and artillery stands 

may go stationary if they are in command. To do so the stands may 

not; move, recover from disorder, nor recover from Road March. If 

not Poorly Trained and in command, they may make a free facing 

change without being considered as having moved. Stands marked 

as stationary will get a bonus in combat. 
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TERRAIN EFFECTS 

Forests, Thickets and Swamps: The cost of moving through a 

forest, swamp or thicket for foot troops and commanders is 2” per 

1” moved. Non-skirmish stands are disordered in such terrain and 

may not go stationary or recover from disorder while in such terrain. 

Mounted stands, artillery, pack transport and wheeled vehicles may 

not enter such an area. 

Swamps do not affect visibility. Stands outside a Forest or Thicket 

may not trace a line of sight through it. Stands in a Forest or Thicket 

are visible to stands outside and can see outside only if they are on 

the edge of the vegetation. Stands inside a Forest or Thicket can see 

other stands inside up to 4” away. 

Woods: Command stands and infantry may move through a wooded 

area at no additional cost. Mounted units, artillery units, and pack 

transport moving through a woods pay 2” of movement for every 1” 

moved. Wagons pay 4” per 1” actually moved. 

Stands outside a Wood may not trace a line of sight through it. 

Stands in a Wood are visible to stands outside and can see outside 

only if they are on the edge of the vegetation. Stands inside a Wood 

can see other stands inside up to 12” away. 

Marsh: Infantry skirmisher and command stands are not effected by 

marsh. Other stands must roll a D6 individually when crossing. If a 

1-2 is rolled, the marsh has no effect, 3-4 the cost of moving is 2” 

per 1” moved, 5 or more the cost of moving is 4” per 1” moved and 

the stand is disordered. Add 1 to the roll if testing for an artillery 

stand. Also add 1 if the stand is crossing where another stand has 

already crossed. Each stand rolls only once on entering the marsh, 

the cost of movement rolled applies for that stand until it has moved 

out of the marsh. 

Crops: A stand cannot see through standing crops unless it is on a 

higher elevation when they no longer block visibility. Crops are 

knocked down when crossed by a stand other than skirmishers or 

command. 

Broken ground: The cost of moving through broken ground is 2” 

per 1” moved for artillery, cavalry and slow infantry. Non-

skirmisher cavalry is also disordered and may not recover from 

disorder while in such terrain. Fast infantry, infantry skirmishers and 

command stands move through such ground normally. 

Tree line:  The cost of crossing a Tree line is 2” for infantry stands 

and commanders and 4” for artillery and mounted units. 

A stand cannot see through Tree line unless it is touching the tree 

line, the stand it is attempting to see is touching the tree line or it is 

on a higher elevation when they no longer block visibility. 

Fences and Hedges: The cost of crossing a fence or hedge is 2” for 

infantry stands and commanders and 4” for artillery and mounted 

units. 

Non-disordered mounted stands attempting to cross a fence in order 

to enter into melee must check for disorder. To avoid disorder a 

stand must roll less than its current morale on a D6. Stands rated as 

poorly trained add one to this die roll. This test is before the morale 

test to enter melee. Stands which are already disordered do not check 

for crossing a fence.  

Hills: Skirmisher and command stands are unaffected by hills. Other 

infantry and cavalry pay half their movement to climb or descend 

two contours on the same hill in the same turn; they are also 

disordered. Artillery pays half their movement to climb one contour 

but nothing to descend; they may not climb or descend two or more 

contours on the same hill in the same turn. Artillery on a road, even 

if not in Road march, may climb or descend multiple contours 

without penalty. 

Hills have a crest line down the center, perpendicular to the line of 

sight, unless agreed otherwise. Hills and other obstacles such as 

woods block line of sight. Line of sight is not blocked if: 

The obstacle is lower or equal height to both stands, 

One stand is one contour higher than the obstacle and obstacle is 

closer to the higher stand than the lower, or  

One stand is at least two contours higher than the obstacle and 

obstacle is at least 8” from the lower stand 

Roads: Stands in Road march moving along a road ignore all terrain 

through or across which the road passes. Sunken roads are treated as 

Works except that they do not provide a saving throw when meleed 

by infantry. 

Rivers: Stands may only ever cross rivers by bridges or fords. 

Streams: The cost of crossing a stream is half a stand’s movement. 

In addition, stands attacking across a stream are considered 

disordered if the far bank is defended by an enemy unit.  

If a stream is considered marshy banked, artillery, mounted troops, 

and transport may not cross except at a ford or bridge. Commanders 

may cross a marshy banked stream moving as infantry. 

Bridges: Stands in Road march may cross without penalty. Stands 

not in Road march pay half their movement or suffer disorder, at the 

owners option. Bridges can be defended in the same way as a stream. 

Fords: Stands cross a ford in a river or marshy stream as if it were 

a normal stream. Fords can be defended in the same way as a stream. 

Camp or Farmyard: The cost of moving through a camp or 

farmyard is 2” per 1” moved for all troop types.  

Buildings: Farmsteads with outbuildings are represented by a single 

‘town block’ (6”x 4”) and may be occupied by up to two infantry 

stands. ‘Village blocks’ (3”x 2”) represent a single isolated building 

or a cluster of smaller outbuildings and may be occupied by a single 

detachment. Infantry entering or leaving a block are disordered. 

Cavalry and artillery may not occupy or move into or through ‘town’ 

or ‘village’ blocks.  

Towns and villages are represented by two or more ‘town blocks’, 

each representing a block or half-block of the town. Roads and 

streets through the town should be represented as open areas 3” 

wide, which allows stands of cavalry and artillery to deploy in and 

fight inside the town (but not in the town blocks). Other open areas, 

such as town squares and courtyards, should also be shown as areas 

3” across or larger.  

Infantry may not move directly from one ‘town block’ to an adjacent 

connected one; they must move into the street (and suffer disorder) 

and then move by street to a place adjacent to the other ‘town block’ 

and then enter. 

Works: The cost of crossing fortified works is half the unit’s 

movement for infantry and commanders. Stands entering the works 

are disordered. Artillery or mounted troops cannot enter works 

unless a path is cleared or exists. 
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RALLY 

Stands which have suffered the effects of a rout are marked with 

both a red and a yellow disorder marker. 

To rally such a routed stand, the routed stand must be in physical 

contact with a senior commander to which it is subordinate in the 

chain of command. It might be possible to place a command stand 

in a manner that would allow it to rally more than one stand at a 

time. 

The rallied stand may make a free change of facing at this time, but 

no other movement may be made. The yellow disorder marker is 

removed, but the red (permanent disorder) marker remains on the 

stand and can NEVER be removed. 

Note: Unit Commanders may NEVER rally routed stands. 

MORALE 

Stands must check morale under the following conditions: 

1. They are about to engage in melee. 

2. They are within the danger zone of enemy artillery, within the 

short range of the artillery and directly down a line indicated 

by the direction of the barrel and within 2” to either side of that 

line. 

3. They are a Native American stand attempting to move from 

skirmish order to being “formed” so they can enter melee. 

To pass a morale check, roll a D6 equal to or less than the stands 

modified morale level.  

Stands which roll a number equal to or less than their modified 

morale on a D6 pass their morale. Stands that fail to roll the needed 

number incur the following effects: 

 Stands that are not disordered are now considered disordered, 

and are given a yellow marker to indicate that fact. Stands 

(except Native Americans) attempting to move into melee 

continue to do so and any melee will be fought in the following 

sub phase. 

 Stands which are already disordered must rout, and are given a 

red (permanent) disorder marker. They must move one full turn 

to the rear directly away from the enemy unit which caused the 

morale check, and will disorder any friendly stand that they 

move through in the first half of their movement. They ignore 

all terrain effects and lose 1 SP per stand as part of this rout. In 

addition, artillery stands which rout abandon their weapons and 

move as infantry. 

 Routed stands which fail morale are removed from play. 

The basic morale number is listed on the stand, and is modified by 

all of the following that apply: 

Condition Mod 

Stationary Infantry or Artillery defending higher 

ground. 
+1 

Infantry or Artillery defending Works. +1 

Superior commander (not UC) attached to the unit. +1 

Meleeing skirmishers. +1 

Meleeing enemy unit in flank or rear. +1 

Attacking units in road march. +1 

Stand is disordered. -1 

Cavalry meleeing heavier cavalry. -1 

Meleeing artillery from front. -1 

Unsupported artillery being meleed. -1 

Infantry meleed by mounted units. -1 

Meleed from the flank. -2 

Meleed while in road march. -2 

Meleed while already routed. -3 

BREAKTHROUGHS 

If a stand which is attempting to melee an enemy stand has its target 

rout as the result of a morale check, it may carry out a breakthrough. 

Note that any and all breakthroughs are carried out in the morale sub 

phase before any combat is done. 

A breakthrough allows a stand to do one of the following: 

1. It may occupy the enemy position and face itself as wished and 

carry out fire attacks if possible in the following combat sub 

phase; 

2. It may face and move up to one half turn toward a visible 

enemy unit and attempt to engage it in melee. Poorly trained 

troops carrying out a breakthrough move are automatically 

disordered.  Morale checks are carried out as before and a 

melee may be fought in the following combat sub phase. 

If that target stand were to rout as well, the stand may carry out 

another breakthrough. However any additional movement by the 

stand carrying out the breakthrough will automatically disorder the 

stand. 

NATIVE AMERICAN MORALE 

Normally, stands which attempt to close into melee which fail 

morale are marked as disordered and continue their charge. Native 

American stands which attempt to enter into melee and which fail 

their morale check are not marked as being disordered, and do not 

enter into melee. Rather they stop halfway to their intended target 

and deploy as skirmishers. They can if wished engage in fire combat. 

Each time a Native American stand is lost, that band’s morale 

number drops by one. The starting morale level are shown on the 

stand. Note that Native American stands are considered shock if 

their morale is high enough (6 or 7). 

In addition, Native American stands which are attacked by mounted 

troops and which are disordered, either from morale failure or from 

exhaustion are considered as eliminated and removed from play. 

This does count as a cavalry breakthrough move, and the mounted 

troops may change facing and move up to 12”, but are considered as 

disordered at the end of their movement. 
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COMBAT 

The order of all combat operations is always decided by the attacker.  

Attack Dice 

Stands roll the following number of dice for combat: 

Unit Type 

Normal If Stationary 

Fire Melee Fire Melee 

Regular Infantry 3 3 5 5 

Poorly Trained Infantry 2 2   

Infantry Detachments 1 1 - - 

Artillery Stands (to front) 1 1 2 2 

Mounted Light Dragoon - 2 - - 

Mounted Infantry Stands - 2 - - 

1. Mounted light dragoons count as Shock when in melee with 

disordered units. 

2. Mounted Infantry roll 2 dice in melee but are always considered 

Disordered. 

Hit Numbers 

Stands in combat use the following hit numbers: 

Weapon 

Melee/Short Long 

Range Hit Range Hit 

Infantry (Musket) 0” 6 8” 6 

Infantry (Rifle) 0” 6 12” 6 

Native Americans 0” 6 6” 6 

Light Artillery (3-4lb guns) 12” 5-6 48” 6 

Field Artillery (6-9lb guns) 16” 4-6 64” 6 

Field Howitzers (5.5”-6”) 12” 5-6 64” 6 

Heavy Artillery (12lb guns) 20” 4-6 80” 6 

1. Stands marked as Sharpshooters subtract one from the needed 

number when engaged in fire combat. 

2. Stands marked as Shock subtract one from the needed number 

when engaged in offensive melee combat. 

Battalion Return Fire:  If one stand of a battalion is fired at, all 

stands of the battalion which are touching the target stand, or are 

linked to the target stand by other touching stands of the battalion, 

may return fire. 

Firing lanes: Artillery may fire at targets beyond skirmishers; 

small arms must fire at the skirmishers. 

SAVES 

After all die rolls for hits are made, saves are rolled for by stands 

under any of the following conditions. Note that a stand may get 

more than one attempt to save per hit if more than one condition 

applies. 

 Stands in skirmish order from any hits from fire. 

 Infantry in forests, thickets or woods from any hits by small 

arms fire. 

 Infantry occupying buildings from any hits from fire (except 

from heavy artillery) or from melee. 

 Artillery and infantry in works from any hits by fire or melee. 

 Artillery from hit by long range fire from light or field guns. 

 All stands from any hits by disordered stands. 

 Mounted stands which elect to “retire” six (6) inches per hit 

from fire. 

MELEE RESULTS 

Melees are won by inflicting more hits on the enemy than were 

inflicted by the enemy. However if either side suffers the loss of all 

of the SP’s that were engaged in the melee, it automatically has lost 

the melee.  

If the number of hits inflicted are the same, then a roll off is made 

with each sides best modified morale added to the roll of a single 

die, with the high side winning the melee. Stands identified as 

having no elites (NE) subtract 1 from their total. 

The following results are inflicted on the side that lost the melee: 

 Stands that are not disordered are now considered disordered, 

and are given a yellow marker to indicate that fact. They will 

move one half turn directly away from the enemy stands which 

won the melee ignoring all terrain costs. They will disorder any 

friendly stands they pass through in the first 4” of their 

movement, if the friendly stand is already disordered they 

retreat ahead of the retreating stand. If forced into disordering 

terrain they will suffer any additional morale effects. Artillery 

stands which lose a melee and are disordered will take their 

weapons with them unless they are emplaced in works, in 

which case they will abandon them. 

 Stands which are already disordered must rout, and are given 

an additional disorder marker either red or yellow, depending 

on which they lack at the time. They must move one full turn 

to the rear directly away from the enemy stands which won the 

melee ignoring all terrain costs. They will disorder any friendly 

stand that they move through in the first half of their movement, 

if the friendly stand is already disordered they rout ahead of the 

routing stand. They suffer the loss of 1 SP per stand as part of 

this rout. In addition, artillery stands which rout abandon their 

weapons and move as infantry. 

 Routed stands which fail to win a melee are treated as if they 

have routed, but are removed from play after all routing 

movement is done. 

If the attacker wins, any and/or all attacking stands involved in the 

melee (but not firing in support of it) may advance to occupy the 

abandoned ground and/or make a facing change. Defending cavalry 

which wins a melee may exercise the same options. A victorious 

stand may not advance to contact an enemy stand, and must stop a 

quarter of an inch away from it.  

MORALE COLLAPSE 

Once a brigade has become exhausted (mark Brigade Commander 

with a yellow marker), its stands may no longer move into contact 

with enemy units. No stand may go stationary and any stationary 

stand loses its stationary status. 

Once a brigade has become exhausted, keep track of the number of 

hits inflicted on the unit each combat sub phase including the first 

sub phase that it goes exhausted. Roll a die each sub phase for 

BETTER than the number of hits taken this sub phase to avoid a 

morale collapse. If the number rolled is equal to or less than the 

number of hits, a morale collapse has occurred for the brigade in 

question. Mark the Brigade Commander with a red marker. 

All stands which are part of the brigade and in good order will be 

given a permanent (red) disorder marker. All already routed stands 

are removed from play. All stands already disordered will rout (red 

and yellow), with all movement effects and loss of 1 strength point. 
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TROOP ORGANISATION

BRITISH AND ALLY TROOP RATINGS 

The following are the typical rating of the various common British and allied troop types. 

British 

Unit Type Morale Notes and Special Abilities 

Grenadiers FI 6 Shock. 

Light Company FI 6 Detachments, selected units Sharpshooter. 

Guards FI 6 Shock. 

British Line FI 5 Selected units Sharpshooter, selected units Morale 6. 

Highlanders FI 5 Shock. 

Light Dragoons LC 6 Under exceptional circumstances units can be considered as Medium Cavalry. 

Artillery - 6 - 

Loyalists 

Unit Type Morale Notes and Special Abilities 

Line SI 5 Selected units Morale 6 and Shock, selected units No Elites. 

Trained Militia SI 4 No Elites , Poorly Trained, selected units Morale 5. 

Raw Militia SI 4 Militia, selected units Morale 5. 

Legion Infantry FI 5 Detachments. 

Legion cavalry LC 5 - 

German Allies 

Unit Type Morale Notes and Special Abilities 

Grenadiers SI 5 Shock. 

Fusiliers SI 6 - 

Musketeers SI 5 Selected units Morale 6, selected units Fast Infantry. 

Jaegers FI 6 Detachments, selected units Sharpshooter. 

Artillery - 5 - 

AMERICAN AND ALLY TROOP RATINGS 
The following are the typical rating of the various common American and allied troop types. 

Americans 

Unit Type Morale Notes and Special Abilities 

Light Infantry (Late War) FI 6 Shock, Detachments. 

Continentals (Pre 1778) SI 5 Poorly Trained, selected units Morale 4 or not considered Poorly Trained. 

Continentals (Post 1778) FI 5 Selected units Morale 6, selected units Morale 4. 

State Infantry FI 6 As Continentals of the same period but with more Morale 4 and/or Poorly Trained units. 

Experienced Militia SI 5 Poorly Trained, selected units No Elites. 

Trained Militia SI 4 Poorly Trained, selected units No Elites. 

Raw Militia SI 4 Militia. 

Legion Infantry FI 5 or 6 Detachments, selected units Rifles, selected units Sharpshooters. 

Dragoon or Legion Cavalry LC 6 Under exceptional circumstances units can be considered as Medium Cavalry. 

State Cavalry LC 4 or 5 - 

Artillery - 5 Selected units Morale 6. 

French Allies 

Unit Type Morale Notes and Special Abilities 

Grenadiers SI 6 Shock. 

Chasseurs FI 5 - 

Line Infantry SI 5 Selected units Morale 6. 

Light Cavalry LC 6 Under exceptional circumstances units can be considered Medium Cavalry. 

Lancers MC 6 - 

Artillery - 6 - 
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UNIT ORGANISATION 

Continental, British and Loyalist Infantry:  

1. Regiments of 2-3 stands each of 2-3 strength points depending 

on the number of men. 

2. A few very large units may have 4 stands and very small units 

have 1 stand. 

3. Units of 3 or more stands typically have a unit commander or 

2 or more if British regulars. 

French and German Infantry:  

1. Regiments of 2-3 stands each of 2-4 strength points depending 

on number of men. 

2. A few very small units have 1 stand 

3. Units of 3 or more stands typically have a unit commander, or 

2 or more if French. 

Militia: 

1. Regiments of 2-3 stands each of 2-3 strength points depending 

on the number of men. 

2. A few very large units may have 4 stands and very small units 

have 1 stand. 

3. Units of 3 or more stands may in some cases have a unit 

commander. 

Or 

1. Battalions of 1 stand of 2-3 strength points depending on the 

number of men. 

2. Directly commanded by a Brigadier with usually no unit 

commanders. 

Light, Rifle or Legion Infantry: 

1. Battalions of 3-6 detachment stands or,  

2. 1 stand of 2-3 strength points able to form detachments if able 

to stand in the main battle line. 

3. A few very small units may have 1-2 detachment stands. 

4. Typically no unit commander. 

5. If mounted infantry each detachment is replaced with a 

mounted infantry stand when mounted. 

Cavalry: 

1. Regiments of 1 or more stands each of 1 strength point. 

2. Units of 2 or more stands typically have a unit commander. 

Artillery: 

1. Batteries of 1 stand of 1-3 strength points depending on number 

of guns. 

Native Americans: 

1. Bands of 2 or more detachment stands each of 1 strength point. 

EXHAUSTION 

Each Brigade has an exhaustion level, which is calculated by 

totaling the modified strength points of the units making up the 

brigade as follows: 

Unit Morale Strength Point Modifier 

4 40% 

5 50% 

6 60% 
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FOG OF WAR CARDS 

 

USING CARDS 

The use of Fog of War cards is designed to provide a bit of “friction” 

into the normally precise world of Volley and Bayonet. The 

examples given below are from the cards used for the period 1763 

to 1815 for War in the Americas. The cards tend to be very tactical 

and designed to apply to all stands that make up a specific 

regimental/battalion sized unit, rather than an individual stand.  

 

Cards are dealt to players at the start of the game, with the proviso 

that both sides should hold the same number. The more players in a 

game – the fewer the number of cards that should be in play on a per 

player basis. The rule of thumb on the number of cards looks like 

this: 

Players Max cards 

One per side 4 each 

Two per side 3 each 

Three or more 2 each 

 

Cards are given out at the start of a game, and can be held in common 

or restricted to just the player holding them – either use is 

acceptable.  They may be played at any point in the game, with their 

effects taking place immediately. However any cards played are not 

replenished until the start of the following complete game turn. 

Cards can be held from turn to turn, or discarded at the end of the 

turn in order to allow a side to draw more cards. Cards used or 

discarded during a turn are shuffled back into the deck prior to 

drawing new cards on the following turn. Your card deck should be 

large enough that you have at least twice as many cards in the deck 

at any time as opposed to those held by players in the game. You do 

not want the cards to dominate the game. 

Cards are either neutral or specific. Neutral cards can be used by 

either side. An example of a neutral card would be: 

Good Going Either Side 

Infantry and artillery units gain 1D6 of movement, Cavalry units 

gain 2D6 of movement 

An example of a specific Card would be: 

God Save the King!! Crown Player 

Any one British unit may immediately rally from a routed state 

without having a senior commander present  

Note that a player could, by playing this card as soon as a unit routed, 

stop the unit from retreating 16” – so in effect rallying the unit in 

place. However the stands would still be marked as permanently 

disordered – and suffers the loss of one SP per stand routed. This 

makes it a powerful card, so it would have a limited number in any 

deck. 

 

A basic deck for the period looks like the following: 

NEUTRAL CARDS 

Two to six cards of each type making up one third to half of the total 

deck. Neutral cards that can be played by either player: 

Officer Casualties: Roll a D6 on an enemy unit within small arms 

range. On a roll of a 4 - 6, the unit commander is removed from play 

for one turn, and the unit must check morale at a -1 modifier. 

Good Gunnery!!: For any one artillery unit, reroll all dice that 

failed to cause any hits.  

Bad Gunnery!!: For any one artillery unit, roll an extra set of saves 

on any hits inflicted this turn. 

Devastating Volley: For any one infantry unit, reroll all dice that 

failed to cause any hits. 

Disappointing Volley: For any one infantry unit whose fire caused 

any hits, roll one additional set of saves. 

Sharpshooters: Pick any one commander within 12” of a 

sharpshooter unit and roll a D6. On a 1 or 2 there is no effect. On a 

3 or 4 the commanders horse is killed, and the figure cannot 

command for one turn. On a 5 or 6 the commander is hit and is 

removed from play for ½ D6 turns. 

Bad Going: Infantry and artillery units lose 1D6 of movement, 

Cavalry units lose 2D6 of movement 

Good Going: Infantry and artillery units gain 1D6 of movement, 

Cavalry units gain 2D6 of movement 

CROWN CARDS 

One to two cards of each type, with an equal number of Crown and 

Rebel cards in the deck, with the total making up from half to two 

thirds of the total deck. Since players cannot use cards of the 

opposite side, the more the specific cards there are, the less the cards 

will be used.  

Crown cards only used by British and British allied players: 

Cold Steel!!!: Any one Rebel unit which is being meleed by any 

Crown unit adds one to the die roll for morale checks!! 

Cold Steel!!!: Any one Rebel unit which is being meleed by a 

British Army unit adds one to the die roll for morale checks!! 

God Save the King!!!: Reroll any failed morale checks of a single 

Crown unit. 

God Save the King!!: Any one British unit may immediately rally 

from a routed state without having a senior commander present  

 God Save the King!: Subtract one from all die rolls for morale 

checks of any one British unit this turn 
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Gott mit uns!: Subtract one from all die rolls for morale checks of 

any one German unit this turn 

Panic!!!: Any one Rebel militia unit which sees a fellow Rebel 

unit rout must check morale, adding one to the die roll 

Regulars!!!: One Rebel unit within 18” of a British Infantry unit, 

and visible to that unit, is shaken by the bearing of the British troops 

and must check morale adding one to the die roll 

Regulars!!: Any one Crown unit may recover from disorder (yellow 

marker) without any cost 

Regulars!: Any one British unit may recover from disorder without 

any cost 

Loyalist Knowledge: All foot stands of any one Loyalist unit can 

move through an area of rough terrain without paying any additional 

movement costs 

Highlander Fury: Any one Rebel unit which is being meleed by a 

Highlander unit adds one to the die roll for morale checks!! 

REBEL CARDS 

One to two cards of each type, with an equal number of Crown and 

Rebel cards in the deck, with the total making up from half to two 

thirds of the total deck. Since players cannot use cards of the 

opposite side, the more the specific cards there are, the less the cards 

will be used. Crown cards only used by the British and British allied 

players: 

Rebel cards only used by American or American allied players: 

Pick Off the Officers, Boys: Rifle Units only. Roll a D6 on an 

enemy unit within rifle range. On a roll of a 2 - 6, the unit 

commander is removed from play for one turn, and the unit must 

check morale at a -1 modifier. On a 1 there is no effect. This roll is 

in addition to any other fire combat for that turn 

The Old Line State!!!: Any one Crown unit which is being meleed 

by a Maryland or Delaware unit adds one to the die roll for a morale 

check!! 

Liberty or Death!: Any one American unit may immediately rally 

from a routed state without having a senior commander present  

Liberty or Death!!: Reroll any failed morale checks of a single 

American Unit 

Liberty or Death!!!: Subtract one from all die rolls for morale 

checks of any one American unit this turn 

Local Knowledge!: One 12” section of a stream is considered 

marshy banked when any Crown unit attempts to cross it 

Local Knowledge: All foot stands of any one American unit can 

move through an area of rough terrain without paying any additional 

movement costs 

Cold Steel!!!: Any one Crown unit which is being meleed by an 

American Light Infantry unit adds one to the die roll for a morale 

check!! 

Tarleton’s Quarter: Any one Loyalist unit which is being meleed 

by a Rebel unit adds one to the die roll for a morale check!! 


